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                          Summary
  The thermofield dynamics of the dimensionally regularized, one-loop pla-
nar self-energy of the massless thermal vector boson is sketched after previous
publications of ours at any finite temperature in proper reference to the thermal
stability of gauge invariance as well as the maximum temperature of string ex-
citation not only in the D = 26 open bosonic thermal string theory but also in
the D == 10 type-I Neveu-Schwarz-Ramond open thermal superstring theory.
  Elaboration of thermal string theories based upon the thermofield dynamics
(TFD) [1] has proved to be a fruitfu1 subject of high energy physics [2-12].
In a precedent summary of ours [8 (2006)], the TFD paradigm of the dimen-
sionally regularized, one-loop thermal cosmological constant was recapitulated
after previous publications of ours [5 (1994, 1995, 1997), 7 (1992, 1994, 1996),
8 (1997)] at any finite temperature in association with the global phase structure
of the thermal string ensemble not only for the D = 26 closed bosonic thermal
string theory but also for the D = 10 heterotic thermal string theory. In the
present communication, the TFD paradigm of the dimensionally regularized,
one-loop planar self-energy of the massless thermal vector boson is epitomized
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after previous publicatons of ours [5 (1991)] as well as [7 (1989, 1990, 1991)]
at any finite temperature with every regard to the thermal stability of gauge
invariance and the maximum temperature of string excitation not only in the
D = 26 open bosonic thermal string theory but also in the D = 10 type-I
Neveu-Schwarz-Ramond (NSR) open thermal superstring theory. The fu11 use
is made of the Neveu-Scherk (NS) off-shell continuation algorithm [13] as well
as the Gliozzi-Scherk-Olive (GSO) projection scenario [14].
  Let us start with examination of the infrared behaviour of the open bosonic
thermal string. The one-loop planar self-energy amplitude AP v of the massless
thermal vector boson is expressed as [2, 5 (1991), 7 (1989, 1990)] Afiv(ki) =
Av (ki) + Afiv (ki) in the open bosonic thermal string theory of any space-time
dimension D = 26 - E, where
ReA6v(ki) = 4Gg2(2cr')E12-i3 (gig2)
            Å~.ZOO)=ofolZi/qM262a14rr+El12[.HO=Ol(1
            Å~ foZ de [- oOe22 ln opi2(e, q)] cosh (
-
q2.
)]E-24
mfiekoi
n
)• (1)
             gi2(e,q) = sme."oo=ii- 21 i"-COgS2Z?2+ q4", (2)
o == 112ncr' and use has been made of klpt + k2pa = O as well as k12 =
k22 = gi•ki = g2•k2 == O. Here the contour integral of ImAfiv has no
support in the real proper-time domain and yields in tum automatical vanishing
of ImAfiv at zero energy, irrespective of the values of fi and E, in accord with
gauge invariance. Ofprincipal interest to us is now to examine the infrared
Pehaviour of ReA6v at any dimension D = 26 - E.
  The infrared behaviour of ReAPv is asymptotically described as
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  ReA6v(o) = 4Gg2(2a')E/2"3 (c-i82) ,i,II/I/6 B (g, -S + or'k2)
    Å~ .Zoo=o (foi f/ qm2fi2a14n+Eli2 + (24 - E) foi tt qm262a/4rr+Eli21 (3)
in the neighbourhood of kol = O, where B reads the beta function. Thus the
tachyonic and dilatonic divergences are absent in the unregularized theory of
the open bosonic thermal string if and only if n2fi2 År [fio(E)]2 = 2n2/3 •
(24 -E)of ; n == O, 1, 2, 3, ••• and n2E2 År -[6i(E)]2 = -2n213 •Ea' ; n =
O, 1,2, 3, •••, respectively, where )BH = 4rrVEI7 = JESo(E = O) reads the in-
verse Hagedorn temperature of the open bosonic themal string at the critical
dimension D = 26. The fictitious linear divergence at e = O as well as e = n
has been eliminated in eq.(3), irrespective of the values of fi and E, by use of
the NS off-shell continuation formalism [2, 13]. Let us start with describing
the case of n -- O which literally corresponds to the zero-temperature cofini-
bution. The inequalities mentioned above then tum into E År 24 and E År O,
respectively, i.e. the infrared behaviour of the zero-temperature amplitude Av
of the unregularized, one-loop planar self-energy is harassed with the tachyonic
and dilatonic tadpoles unless D Åq 2 and D Åq 26, respectively. Let us next
consider the temperature-dependent real part ReAfiv of the unregularized, one-
loop planar self-energy amplitude. The inequalities mentioned above are then
dominantly controlled by the case of n = 1 and yield 62 År fiH2 - 27r213 • Ecr'
and IB2 År -27v213 • Eaf', respectively. Consequently, the infrared behaviour of
ReA6v is free of the tachyonic and dilatonic tadpoles at any nonzero finite tem-
perature O Åq 6 Åq oo so long as D g- 2 and D Snt 26, respectively. Of primary
importance to us is the case of the critical dimension D = 26. The tachyonic
divergences are then absent in the unregularized theory of the open bosonic
thermal string if and only if fiH Åq fi Åq oo, while the absence ofthe dilatonic
divergences are guaranteed at any nonzero finite temperature O Åq 6 Åq oo.
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  Our task is now reduced to accomplish the dimensional regularization of
ReAfiv at D = 26 a la ref. [3] in the sense of analytic continuation. Equa-
tion (3) is readily integrated for the case of D Åq. 2, i.e. E År 24 and eventuates
in
    ReA6v(o) = i6ir2Gg2(2of)Ei2-'2 (8ie2) ,lil!/;/fs B (g, - il + or'k2)
               x .ÅíO=Oo ( .2fi2 -1[6o (E)]2 + m213 221 il3i (E)]2 1 (4)
near koi = O. The right-hand side of eq.(4) brings forth the correct analytic
continuation from E År 24 to smaller values of E, which is paraphrased at any
dimension D == 26 - E as
   R,Afi.(o) ., 16.2Gg2(2of)c12-i2 (e,e2) ,1,lt!J6 B (S, -g
Å~
   2I3 [fii(,)]2 (7T'J6o(E) cot ["13z(E)
 +262i,-(i)]2 I-&(E) coth ["fik(E)
                  art ReAfiv
Av(o) + ReAfiv(o) = ,1,;m,ReAPv(O) in
            gi e2) 2•l!i}/6B (S• -S
     == o.
  + a'k2)
]+fil
]+fil
(5)
near kol = O. We can then define the real p of the regularized, one-
loop planar self-energy amplitude of the massless thermal vector boson at D ==
26 by ReAfiv (O)= the immediate
neighbourhood of kol =O)=O. We
are eventually led up to art ReAfiv of the
regularized, one-loop planar se}f-energy amplitude at D 26 as follows:
   ReAfiv(O) == 16"2Gg (2a')-i2( +or,k2)
     Å~['2iBli2iBlni3Hcot( +4,B"22] (6)
in the neighbourhood of koi
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  The zero-temperature amplitude A v of the regularized, one-loop planar self-
energy is free from the tachyonic divergences but still annoyed with the one
and only one dilatonic divergence, while the temperature-dependent real part
ReA6v of the regularized, one-loop planar self-energy amplitude is free of the
tachyonic divergences at any nonzero finite temperature O Åq 6 Åq oo but in-
stead afflicted with the dilatonic divergences at integral multiples of the Hage-
dorn temperature, i.e. fi-i = nfiH-i;n = 1,2,3,•••. Thus the tachyonic
divergences are eliminated in the dimensionally regularized theory of the open
bosonic thermal string not only at zero but also at any nonzero finite tempera-
tures, i.e. at O Åq 6 g- oo, while the dilatonic divergences are remedied if and
only if fiH Åq fi Åq oo. The zero stmcture of the beta function B at k2 = O then
guarantees ReAfiv = O at zero energy so long as 6H Åq fi Åq oo, in conformance
with gauge invariance. Therefore, it will be possible to argue that the Hagedorn
temperature PHmi == 114nV5i7 plays the role of the maximum temperature
in regard to the thermal excitation of bosonic strings at the critical dimension
D == 26. It is of no little interest to paraphrase these observations at D == 26
as follows: Each tachyonic divergence is literally transformed into the "new"
dilatonic divergence as an inevitable consequence of the dimensional regular-
ization in the sense of analytic continuation. The "new" dilationic divergence
is in tum automatically removed at BH Åq 6 Åq oo in consequence of the ther-
mal regularization effect of the PIanckian distribution function. There appears
inevitably the essential singularity at infinite temperature 6 = O in the sense of
the accumulation point of an infinite number of the "new" dilatonic singularities
mentioned above. The dilatonic divergence at zero temperature fi-i = O still
remains unremedied, however. It must be emphasized that the thermal regular-
ization mechanism of the Planckian distribution factor is of crucial significance
in the TFD treatment of the open bosonic thermal string.
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  Let us next tum our attention to investigation of the infrared behaviour of the
type-I NSR open thermal superstring. The zero-temperature, one-loop planar
self-energy amplitude Av of the massless vector boson vanishes identically at
D = 10 by full use of the GSO projection [14] in natural accordance with the
so-called nonrenormalization theorem [2, 14]. Consequently, Av is left out of
consideration throughout the present context. The temperature-dependent real
part ReAfiv of the one-loop planar self-energy amplitude is described as [2, 5
(1991), 7 (l991), 9]
  ReAfi.(ki) =: 4Gg2(2a')E/2-5 (8ig2)
             Å~ .2oo..i foi lil/ qM262af"+E!8 .Hoo=i (1 - gn)E-8 (1 + qn)2E-i6
             x fo"de [- oae22 ingn(e,q)] cosh (2MBnekoi) (7)
in the GSO projected type-I NSR open themial superstring of any space-time
dimension D = 10 - E, where
             qi2(e,q)= sme.Hoo=ii- 21i"-COi2;l2+ q4", (s)
u = 112nof and use has been made of kipa + k2pa = O as well as ki2 = k22 =
ei•ki = g2•k2 = O. Here the contour integral intrinsic to ImAfiv has no
support in the proper-time integral and eventuates in automatical vanishing of
ImAfiv at zero energy, irrespective of the values of fi and 6, in conformance
with gauge invariance. Of primary concern with us is now to investigate the
infrared behaviour of ReA6v at any dimension D = 10 - E.
  The infrared behaviour ofReAfiv is asymptotically reduced to [3]
     ReA-fi, (o) -- 4Gg2(2a')E12-5 (8i 82) ,1,;m, B (g, .g + atk2)
        x .2oo=i [foi f/ qM262al"+E!8 + (E m s) foi {tt qm262aln+E!s] (g)
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in the neighbourhood of koi = O, where B reads the beta function. The absence
of the spurious linear divergence at e == O as well as e = n has been brought
to realization in eq.(9), irrespective of the values of I3 and E, through the NS
off-shell continuation arithmetic [2, 13]. The first integral of eq.(9) is rid of the
tachyonic divergences at any nonzero finite temperature O Åq 6 Åq cx), whereas
the absence of the dilatonic divergences are guaranteed if and only if n2fi2 År
[I9-o(E)]2 == /B.2 - n2/4 • Eor' = 7v2/4 • (8 - E)a';n = 1,2,3,•••, which is
dominantly controlled by the case of n = 1 and eventuates in 62 År Bm2 -
n2/4 • Eor'. Here I3- H = 2irtu = 2J6-o(E = O) = 2fim reads the inverse
Hagedorn temperature of the type-I NSR open thermal superstring at the critical
dimension D = 10 [2, 5 (1991), 7 (1991),9]. It seems almost needless to
mention that the second integral of eq.(9) is free of the tachyonic and dilatonic
divergences at any nonzero finite temperature O Åq fi Åq oo. Consequently, the
second integral is not under consideration hereafter. We are then led to conclude
that the infrared behaviour of the temperature-dependent real part ReAfiv of
the D = 10 unregularized self-energy is free from the tachyonic and dilatonic
divergences as long as O Åq fi Åq oo and fi. Åq fi Åq oo, respectively, and
that the absence of the tachyonic and dilatonic divergences at O Åq B Åq oo is
substantialized at any space-time dimension D and D S 2, respectively.
  All we have to do is now reduced to carry out the dimensional regularization
of ReAfiv at D = 10 a la ref. [3] in the sense of analytic continuation. The
explicit integration of eq.(9) for the case of D S 2, i.e. E ll 8 results in
      ReA6. (o) =: 4Jr2Gg2(2of)Ef2-4 (gi 82) ,1-im, B (S, -i + a'k2)
                Å~ .20=Ol .2fi2 -1[Bo (E)]2, kol ttvv o (lo)
The right-hand side of eq.(1O) is valid even for smaller values ofE and is rewrit-
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ten at any dimension D = 1O - E in the form
   R,2ifi, = 4,,2Gg2(2.t)E12-4 (e,e,) ,1,;., B (g, -g + .,k2)
           X 26 []E-3io(.)]2 (fi - itliio(E)cot[n'Bil(E)]l , ko, uo (ii)
We can then identify the analytically continued, real part ReAfiv at E == O with
the temperature-dependent real part ReAPv of the D = 10 regularized self-
energy, the infrared behaviour of which reads asymptotically
        R,AB, (o) = 4(l22.G,)Z2 (g, e,) ,rLm, B (g, -g + ofk2)
                  Å~ 2I3i2ig II3 ' nrl3m cot[7T:M]] ; koi i\ o. (i2)
  The infrared behaviour of the temperature-dependent real part ReAfiv of the
D = 1O regularized self-energy is still harassed with the dilatonic divergences
at 6 == fimln ; n = 1, 2, 3, •••, i.e. the infrared behaviour of the D = 10
regularized amplitude ReAfiv is free of the tachyonic and dilatonic tadpoles as
far as O Åq fi Åq oo and fim Åq 6 Åq oo, respectively, but instead afflicted with the
dilatonic divergences at O Åq /B ;S I3m. In addition, there appears the essential
singularity at fi = O, or the accumulation point of an infinite number of the
above-mentioned dilatonic singularities. These obserbations are literally identi-
cal with those of the infrared behaviour of the D = 10 unregularized amplitude
ReA-Pv , in the sense that the holomorphic region of the infrared behaviour is ex-
                                                            Aactly the same, irrespective of the dimensional regularization, for both ReAfiv
and ReA6v of the one-loop planar self-energy. It is of primary importance to
note that this remarkable result has been materialized, to the effect of the GSO
projection, in direct consequence of the thermal regularization mechinery of the
Bose-Einstein distribution factor of the Neveu-Schwarz sector and the Fermi-
Dirac distribution factor of the Ramond sector. The zero structure of the beta
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function B at k2 = o then yields ReAfiv == ReAfiv = o at zero energy, irre-
spective of the dimensional regularization, so long as Bm Åq fi S oo, in fu11
accordance with the therrnal stability of the so-called nonrenormalization theo-
rem in the sense of D = 10 supersymmetry and gauge invariance of the GSO
projected type-I NSR open thermal superstring. Therefore, it will be possible
to argue that the double Hagedorn temperature 6.-i = 26- H-i plays the role
of the maximum temperature in respect to the thermal excitation of type-I NSR
superstrings at the critical dimension D = 1O.
  The infrared behaviour of the dimensionally regularized, planar self-energy
of the massless thermal vector boson has been briefiy surveyed after our pre-
vious publications [5 (1991)] as well as [7 (1989, 1990, 1991)] in the TFD
scenario, in which the substantial use has been made of the NS off-shell contin-
uation procedure and the GSO projection algorithm. We have then illustrated
the thermal regularization machinery of the Planckian distribution factor for the
D = 26 open bosonic thermal string. Next, the Bose-Einstein distribution fac-
tor and the Fermi-Dirac distribution factor have been shown to play the role
of the thermal regulator in the Neveu-Schwarz sector and in the Ramond sec-
tor, respectively, for the D = 10 type-I NSR open therrnal superstring. As a
simple and natural consequence of the thermal regularization machinery men-
tioned above, we are inevitably led to the principal observation as follows: The
so-called maximum temperature of string excitation will be described as the
Hagedom temperature fiH-i = 1/4nVli7 for the D = 26 open bosonic ther-
mal string and the double Hagedorn temperature 2fi- H-i = 6.-i = 11rrNE5I7
for the D = 10 type-I NSR open thermal superstring, in full conformance
with thermal stability of gauge invariance at the critical dimension. In the
present context, anyhow, the maximum temperature Tc of string excitation will
be asymptotically reduced to Tc "v 1IVZI7 in full accordance with the argument
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of ref.[8 (2006)] on the closed thermal string ensemble. The critical tempera-
ture T, rv 1/V5i7 is naively interpreted as the phase transition temperature, of
course, from the overall standpoint of string thermodynamics. It is parentheti-
cally mentioned that the Hagedorn transition near Tc is of active interest from
the viewpoint of string cosmology [15].
  Let us conlcude by emphasizing that the fruitfu1 thermodynamical investiga-
tion of string excitation will be of practical significance for the materialization
of physical consequences of the gravitational self-interaction on the Hagedorn
transition in string cosmology.
  This communication has been organized as a sequel to our preceeding com-
pendium [8 (2006)] in association with the thermal stability of gauge invari-
ance and the maximum temperature of string excjtation as a brief summary of
our previous publications as follows:
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